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• Observed, modeled or synthetically 
created data records (time series) at 
stations or as gridded products

• Trends, variability, and higher-order 
statistics, extremes, inter-annual 
variability, and inter-decadal variability, 
for both the past and projected future 

Adapted from: UNEP (2009) Climate information and capacity needs for Ecosystem Management under a Changing Climate. 



Why Climate Data Matters



Historical Data:
•Environment Canada data archives 
•Other public and private 
monitoring networks
•At least 14 different gridded or 
infilled station historical data 
products



Climate Projections:
•At least 21 different publicly 
available future climate datasets, 
many with multiple subsets

• Include various combinations of 
global climate and regional climate 
model output and statistically 
downscaled data 
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• 2015 Budget : $130 billion in public 
infrastructure over 10 years

• $16 billion in transit projects in the Greater 
Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) 

• $15 billion available for transportation and 
other priority infrastructure projects outside the 
GTHA

• $11.9 billion in 2015-16 on infrastructure such 
as roads, bridges, public transit, water systems, 
hospitals and schools



• Provincial transportation agency

• Decisions impacted by climate change: 

• Design, plan, build:

• Tracks

• Facilities (stations, layover yards, maintenance facilities)

• Supporting infrastructure (electricity, communications)

• Examples of climate data parameters of interest:

• Heat: # of days with temperatures above 30 C

• Ice storms: Winter days w/ rainfall > 25 mm

• Historical occurrence and probability in 2050



From analysis in State of Climate 
Change Science in the Great 
Lakes Basin (report in progress) 



• Down-scaled data
• Long-term averages and/or extremes
• Maps, stories, infographics
• Expert guidance



• Hard to find
• Proprietary
• Expensive
• Overwhelming
• Hard to evaluate





• Status quo not adequate
• One-stop shop for climate data and 

“climate services”
• Climate data champion needed





• Government or private sector-led model



• Funds academic climate modellers
• Makes data publicly available
• Offers some climate data training



• Quebec’s model: Ouranos
• User driven
• Two programs:

• climate science
• vulnerability impacts and adaptation

• Large network of practitioners
• Base funding plus project funding



• New organization would need:
• Secure funding
• Good relationship with academic community
• Arms-length distance from government
• Focus on end-user 



Seamless access to high-value data and insights makes the world a 
better place to live, work, and learn.

We’re working to solve complex and important problems by acting as a 
trusted and neutral third party that connects people and data.

Innovation Economy

Energy

Healthcare

Open data 



Develop a hypothesis 
by trying to understand 

a problem in 
partnership with key 

stakeholders

• A foundational step has been taken with the ECO’s “Connecting the Dots” report, 
showing a broad consensus over climate data challenges and the need for more 
guidance on how to use data.   

• Turning these recommendations into actionable items requires the engagement of an 
entire system. 

• MaRS has a proven track record of tackling similar complex data issues and 
successfully moving an entire industry with a structured and scalable approach to 
system change (energy, health, food industry). 

ScaleUnderstand Co-Create Prototype

Research the problem 
and co-create solutions, 

while developing a vision 
to support longer term 

change

Test ideas with prototypes 
implemented with early 
adopters to generate 

evidence for large scale 
implementation 

Bring successful solutions 
to market to scale them 
with policy formation 

support and Tools



• Honest broker & leader with 
climate change expertise

• Established relationships with 
climate data stakeholders 
and provincial government 
policymakers

• “Agenda setting” capabilities

• Ability to hold stakeholders 
accountable 
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• Recognized and well-
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• Expertise in data and system 
change

• Ability to mobilize and grow 
an ecosystem, leveraging 
Canada’s largest CleanTech 
portfolio
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